Abstract: A method for canopy Fluorescence Spectrum Reconstruction (FSR) is proposed in this study, which can be used to retrieve the solar-induced canopy fluorescence spectrum over the whole chlorophyll fluorescence emission region from 640-850 nm. Firstly, the radiance of the solar-induced chlorophyll fluorescence (Fs) at five absorption lines of the solar spectrum was retrieved by a Spectral Fitting Method (SFM). The Singular Vector Decomposition (SVD) technique was then used to extract three basis spectra from a training dataset simulated by the model SCOPE (Soil Canopy Observation, Photochemistry and Energy fluxes). Finally, these basis spectra were linearly combined to reconstruct the Fs spectrum, and the coefficients of them were determined by Weighted Linear Least Squares (WLLS) fitting with the five retrieved Fs values. Results for simulated datasets indicate that the FSR method could accurately reconstruct the Fs spectra from hyperspectral measurements acquired by instruments of high Spectral Resolution (SR) and Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). The FSR method was also applied to an experimental dataset acquired in a diurnal experiment. The diurnal change of the reconstructed Fs spectra shows that the Fs
approaches that are only applied for wavelength positions where absorption lines are present. The commonly used absorption lines include the lines caused by telluric atmosphere absorption (e.g., O 2 -A centered at approximately 761 nm and O 2 -B centered at approximately 687 nm) and the Fraunhofer lines (e.g. Hα centered at approximately 656 nm). However, the retrieval of Fs at other wavelengths within the chlorophyll fluorescence emission region is also of significant importance. For example, in order to calculate the fluorescence peak-ratio (the ratio of the left peak value of Fs spectrum over the right one), which is shown to be closely related to chlorophyll content and plant status [15, 16] , one needs to know the Fs at around 684 nm (left peak) and 736 nm (right peak). Moreover, for the calculation of some other meaningful parameters that can reflect the plant stress conditions, such as the spectral positions and FWHM (Full Width at Half Maximum) of the left and right Fs peaks and the area of the Fs curve [17] , the distribution of Fs over the spectrum should be derived. However, up to now, there is no study to retrieve the whole Fs spectrum from hyperspectral measurements.
Although the canopy will produce different Fs spectra under different environmental and structural conditions, the shape of these Fs spectra is commonly characterized by some features. In general, two peaks can be observed from the Fs spectrum, among which the left one (corresponding to shorter wavelength) is mainly attributed to the fluorescence emission of Photosystem II while the right one is mainly related to Photosystem I [18, 19] . The characteristics of the shape could be used as a priori knowledge for the Fs spectrum reconstruction. Based on this idea, a method for Fluorescence Spectrum Reconstruction (FSR) is proposed in this study to retrieve the fluorescence spectrum over the whole fluorescence emission region from 640-850 nm. The FSR method consists of three steps. Firstly, the Fs radiance at five absorption lines is retrieved by the SFM. Then, the SVD technique is used to extract three basis spectra that are characteristic for the general distribution of Fs spectrum. Finally, these basis spectra are linearly combined to reconstruct the Fs spectrum, and the coefficients of them are determined by Weighted Linear Least Squares (WLLS) fitting with the five retrieved Fs values.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, a detailed description of the FSR method is provided. The experimental and simulated datasets, which will be used as training and validation data, are also described. In Section 3, the evaluation results for simulated and experimental datasets are given, as well as some discussions on the potential and limitations of this method. Section 4 gives the concluding remarks.
Materials and Methods

Materials
Both simulated and experimental datasets were used in this study, which were introduced below.
Simulated Data
The one-dimensional (1-D) canopy radiation transfer model, SAIL (Scattering by Arbitrarily Inclined Leaves) [20] , was extended to include the fluorescence modeling (known as FluorSAIL), supported by the European Space Agency [18] . As a successor of FluorSAIL, the model SCOPE (Soil Canopy Observation, Photochemistry and Energy fluxes) [21] was developed, which integrates radiative transfer, photosynthesis and energy balance calculations for horizontally homogeneous canopies. It links within-canopy radiative transfer with micro-meteorological processes, and can simulate the canopy spectra of outgoing radiation, turbulent heat fluxes, photosynthesis, and chlorophyll fluorescence. The SCOPE model includes leaf, canopy, soil, and meteorology variables as inputs. By using the method of global sensitivity analysis given by Zhao et al. [22] , the sensitivity indices of the input parameters of the SCOPE model (Version 1.51) were calculated (not shown). Results revealed that, among all the 58 input parameters, 15 of them have considerable impact on the simulated Fs spectra. The definitions and units of these 15 input parameters are summarized in Table 1 . Each input was assigned a range of variation which was determined based on the published datasets [23] or the a priori knowledge about them. The other input parameters of SCOPE, which have minor impact on the canopy fluorescence, were all kept at their default values [21] . In order to simulate typical sun-target-sensor geometry configurations, the solar zenith angle was assigned a range of 0°-60°, and the sensor was located at nadir. A total of 1000 combinations of input parameters were randomly selected from their ranges as shown in Table 1 . For each combination, the TOC incident irradiance E(λ), the total up-welling radiance L(λ), and the Fs radiance F(λ) were generated by model simulation. The Spectral Resolution (SR) and Spectral Sampling Interval (SSI) of these simulated data were both 1 nm. These SCOPE-simulated data were denoted as Dataset I, which would be used for the following SVD process as training data. Meanwhile, another 100 combinations of inputs were randomly selected from their ranges predefined in Table 1 , and the corresponding 100 Fs spectra were generated by SCOPE simulation. These data were denoted as Dataset II, which would be used for the accuracy evaluation of the FSR method. The SR and SSI of the Dataset II were also 1 nm. In order to analyze the impact of the sensor characteristics on the performance of the FSR method, noisy and different SR datasets were simulated. Two important sensor parameters, SR and Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), were considered in this study. Five SR values (0.1 nm, 0.3 nm, 1 nm, 2 nm, and 3 nm) and three SNR levels (4000, 1000, and 300) were selected to generate the noisy and different SR datasets using the method given by Damm et al. [24] , resulting in 15 datasets representing the data acquired by sensors with different SR/SNR configurations. These noisy and different SR datasets were denoted as Dataset III, which would be used to investigate the impact of sensor configuration on the performance of the FSR method.
Experimental Data
An experimental dataset which has been used in a previous work [25] was employed to test the effectiveness of the FSR method. The experiment was conducted at the Guantao flux station, Guantao County, Hebei Province, P.R. China, on 13 May 2010. It is a diurnal variation experiment carried out in a wheat-maize double-cropping field. The crop was at the anthesis stage with a LAI value of 3.76, and the canopy can be considered to be horizontally homogeneous. The down-welling incident irradiance and up-welling radiance of the canopy were acquired every 30 min from 08:00-18:00 (GMT +8). These spectral measurements were carried out from a height of 2.3 m above the canopy (4 m above the ground) using an ASD FieldSpec Pro spectrometer. Other parameters, such as Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR), temperature, rainfall precipitation, wind, and the leaf-level Kautsky effect parameters (the original fluorescence Fo and the maximum fluorescence Fm, for example), were also acquired in the experiment. More details about this experiment can be found in [25] .
Fluorescence Spectrum Reconstruction
The basic idea of the FSR method is that the Fs spectrum can be expressed as a linear combination of several basis spectra extracted from training dataset by the SVD technique. The basis spectra are a set of linearly independent vectors that are characteristic of the distributions of the Fs spectrum. Due to the existence of absorption features in the solar spectrum, the radiance of Fs at the absorption lines is retrievable by using the SFM method. These retrieved Fs values can be used to determine the coefficients of the basis spectra to reproduce a particular Fs spectrum. A detailed description of this method is as follows.
Fs at the TOC
The total radiance of vegetation at wavelength λ, L(λ), can be expressed as a linear combination of the reflected radiance and the Fs radiance [1] :
where E(λ) is the down-welling incident irradiance; r(λ) is the canopy reflectance factor (without the contribution of Fs); and F(λ) is the up-welling radiance of Fs. In canopy-level experiments, E(λ) and L(λ) are measurable with a hyperspectral detector, whereas F(λ) and r(λ) cannot be measured directly. Typical spectra of the TOC total up-welling and reflected radiance (left scale) simulated by the SCOPE 
Fs retrieval at Absorption Lines
The first step of the FSR method is to retrieve the fluorescence radiance at the absorption lines within the Fs emission region of 640-850 nm. Five absorption lines were used for the fluorescence radiance retrieval [26] . The central wavelengths (spectral positions of the maximum absorption) and spectral ranges of these lines are shown in Figure 2 and summarized in Table 2 . It should be noted that the Absorption Line 3 (Water vapor) originates from absorption by atmospheric water vapor, whose content fluctuates greatly with time and location. Therefore, this absorption line may not be so evident when air humidity is low. The lower and upper limits of each spectral range were determined according to the boundaries of the absorption well. In Figure 2 , the incident solar irradiance spectrum at TOC was simulated by MODTRAN-5 [27] for a standard mid-latitude summer model atmosphere, and the default rural aerosol model. Both the SR and SSI of the spectrum are 1 nm.
The SFM method was used to estimate Fs at these five absorption lines. The underlying assumption of the SFM method is that the spectral variations of F(λ) and r(λ) can be described by appropriate mathematical functions in the pre-defined range around each absorption line [12] . In this study, for each absorption line we approximate the unknown F(λ) and r(λ) by Taylor polynomials, with the terms higher than second order being truncated: 
where λ 0 is a particular central wavelength as shown in Table 2 ; 4 , and b 5 are unknown coefficients to be determined, among which b 0 (equals to F(λ 0 )) is the Fs at the absorption line considered. By combining Equations (1)- (3), one obtains the following equation:
In order to determine the six unknown coefficients, one needs at least six sampling values of L(λ) and E(λ) within each spectral range defined in Table 2 . Table 2 . In this study, all available sampling points (λ = λ 1 , λ 2 , …, λ n ) within each spectral range were used to construct the over-determined linear system:
Then, the vector of the six unknown coefficients (B) can be determined by the least squares method:
is the pseudoinverse of the matrix M. By applying this method to all available absorption lines, Fs (i.e., b 0 ) at each of the absorption lines can be retrieved.
The Extraction of Basis Fs Spectra with the SVD Technique
The SVD was performed to extract several basis spectra that could describe the distribution of the Fs spectrum. The 1000 Fs spectra simulated by the model SCOPE (Dataset I) were used as training dataset with each of them containing 211 sampling points (SSI = 1 nm, within the Fs emission region of 640-850 nm). All the training spectra were arranged into a matrix A that contains 1000 rows (the number of Fs spectra) and 211 columns (number of sampling points in each spectrum). With the SVD method, A can be decomposed as a product of three matrices:
where U and V are orthogonal matrices with the dimensions of 1000 × 1000 and 211 × 211, respectively. S is a 211 × 211 diagonal matrix and its diagonal elements σ i (i = 1, 2, …, 211) are the singular values of A. Each of the singular vectors v i (i = 1, 2, …, 211) is a 211 × 1 vector, and its elements correspond to the 211 wavelengths within the Fs emission region of 640-850 nm (SSI = 1 nm). These singular vectors can be used as basis spectra that are representative for the distribution of the Fs spectrum. However, these vectors are not equally meaningful: the singular vector corresponding to a larger singular value explains more variance of the training data, and consequently provides more information about the shape of the Fs spectrum.
Generally, the larger the number of singular vectors were used, the more precisely the Fs spectrum can be reconstructed. However, at most five available Fs values at different absorption lines (Figure 2 ) can be retrieved to determine the coefficients of the singular vectors. If the number of singular vectors is larger than the number of the available Fs values, the linear system of Equation (10) to be solved in Section 2.2.4 will be underdetermined. As a compromise, three singular vectors (i.e., v 1 , v 2 , and v 3 ) corresponding to the first three largest singular values were used in this study for reconstructing the Fs spectrum.
Then, the Fs spectrum (F FSR ) could be calculated with a linear combination of the three singular vectors:
where c 1 , c 2 , and c 3 are the coefficients of the singular vectors to be determined with the optimization process as shown below.
Determination of the Coefficients of Singular Vectors
The retrieved Fs values in the five wavelengths with the SFM method were denoted as F(656), F(687), F(719), F(761), and F(823), according to the absorption lines used to retrieve them. However, the retrieval accuracies of them are different. Generally, the more strongly absorbed line is more suitable for Fs retrieval, and consequently produces a lower condition number of M T × M when solving Equation (6) . Therefore, for each Fs value we assign it a weight w(i) which could adjust the impact of its retrieval accuracy on the determination of the coefficients of the singular vectors. The weight equals the reciprocal of the condition number of M T × M. Then, the coefficients (c 1 , c 2 , and c 3 ) of the three singular vectors are determined by fitting the F FSR at the five absorption lines (computed by Equation (8) 
Determining c 1 , c 2 , and c 3 by minimizing f is a WLLS problem whose solution is explicitly provided by [28] :
( )
where 
If one or more absorption lines are not deep enough (e.g., the Absorption Line 3 (Water vapor) under low humidity condition), their weights will decrease, and Fs values retrieved from these lines will play a smaller role when solving Equation (10) . With the inverted values of c 1 , c 2 , and c 3 , one can reconstruct the Fs spectrum (F FSR ) according to Equation (8).
Accuracy Evaluation
The simulated datasets generated by the SCOPE model (i.e., the Dataset II and III described in Section 2.1.1) were used in this study to evaluate the accuracy of the FSR method. In these datasets, the solar irradiance E(λ), the canopy up-welling radiance L(λ), and the Fs radiance F(λ) were simulated. Here, the simulated F(λ) was regarded as the "true" value, which would be used to validate the F FSR (λ) reconstructed with the FSR method. The coefficient of determination (R and RMSE. Meanwhile, the FSR method was also applied to the experimental dataset described in Section 2.1.2. Canopy Fs spectra from 8:00-18:00 were reconstructed from field hyperspectral measurements. Diurnal variations of the Fs spectra were analyzed to see if it was consistent with the former studies.
Results and Discussion
Extracted Singular Vectors
The first six singular vectors (v 1 , v 2 , …, v 6 ) extracted from the training data (Dataset I) are shown in Figure 3 , together with their corresponding singular values (σ 1 , σ 2 , …, σ 6 ). The first singular vector v 1 delineates the general shape of the Fs spectrum (Figure 3a) . It corresponds to the largest singular value (σ 1 = 382.87) and captures most of the variance in the training dataset (Dataset I). The second singular vector v 2 can adjust the peak-difference of the Fs spectrum (Figure 3b) . The third singular vector v 3 controls the depth of the middle valley between the two peaks (Figure 3c ). The remaining three singular vectors (with their singular value lower than 1) give limited and delicate information about the Fs spectrum (Figure 3d -f) and were ignored. Therefore, the first three singular vectors (i.e., v 1 , v 2 , and v 3 ) were used to reconstruct the Fs spectrum.
Assessment of the FSR Method with Noise-Free Data
The FSR method was then evaluated with the noise-free dataset simulated by the SCOPE model (Dataset II). at these six wavelengths. ) were obtained, which indicates a good overall accuracy of the FSR method for the noise-free data.
Assessment of the FSR Method with Noisy and Different SR Data
The impact of sensor configuration on the performance of the FSR method was investigated. Two important sensor parameters affecting the retrieval accuracy of Fs, SR and SNR, were considered to generate the noisy and different SR data. A total of 15 different SR/SNR pairs were selected (Table 3) , which can cover most of the configurations of the instruments used in ground experiments [24] . Among these pairs, SR = 3 nm and SNR = 4000 corresponds to the configuration of the ASD FieldSpec Pro spectrometer [24] used in this study for acquiring field data. For each pair of sensor parameters, 100 Fs spectra were reconstructed from Dataset III (noisy and different SR data). Statistics (R 2 and RMSE) between the retrieved and "true" values are provided in Table 3 for Fs at 761 nm, 687 nm, 684 nm, 736 nm, 699 nm, and 656 nm, and the integrated Fs from 640-850 nm. Results indicate that the accuracy of the FSR method is significantly affected by the sensor parameters (SR and SNR). It was found that a decrease of SR or/and SNR leads to a decrease of the retrieval accuracy of the Fs spectrum. For the pair of SR = 0.1 nm and SNR = 4000, which is the best sensor configuration considered, the accuracy was quite high with the R 2 higher than 0.999 for the radiance at the six wavelengths and the integrated Fs, and RMSE lower than 0.021 W·m , respectively, whose qualification of the accuracy is dependent on the user's requirements. 
Application of the FSR Method to the Experimental Dataset
The Fs spectra were reconstructed from the TOC incident irradiance and up-welling radiance acquired in the field experiment in 2010 [25] . Figure 6 shows the diurnal course of the reconstructed spectra. The shapes of the reconstructed Fs spectra are consistent with those from former studies [18, 21] . The radiance values of the reconstructed Fs spectra at the Absorption Line 4 (O 2 -A) (about 1-3 W·m ) also compare well with the values reported in former studies [5, 25, 29, 30] . It can be seen that for most of the reconstructed Fs spectra, the left peak is lower than the right one. Because the left peak of Fs is located within the spectral region of chlorophyll absorption, the reduction of its amplitude may be explained by the re-absorption effect caused by chlorophyll [31] . Moreover, a typical diurnal change of the reconstructed Fs spectra could be observed. During the morning as shown in Figure 6a , the Fs spectra (with intervals of 60 min) showed an increasing trend. During the afternoon, a decreasing trend was observed (Figure 6b ). It was seen that the magnitude of the right peak of the Fs spectrum at 12:00 is not highest compared with those at 10:00 and 11:00, which probably resulted from the stress factors induced by excessive light and heat [32] . In the early morning and late afternoon (8:00 and 17:00-18:00), the Fs radiance was relatively low and less than 3 W·m
in all wavelengths between 640 and 850 nm (Figure 6c ). From mid-morning to mid-afternoon (10:00-15:00), the Fs radiance was relatively high (Figure 6c ), which can be attributed to the increase of the incident irradiance. At 13:30, a significantly abnormal value of the right peak of the reconstructed Fs spectrum appeared, which needs further investigation. Figure 7 shows the diurnal courses of the solar-induced chlorophyll fluorescence (Fs) at 684 nm, 736 nm, and 699 nm, approximately the left and right peaks of the Fs spectrum, and the middle valley of the Fs spectrum, respectively. It can be seen that the magnitudes in Fs follow the diurnal course of PAR. This is consistent with the results reported in former studies, in which the Fs radiance retrieved from the Absorption Line 4 (O 2 -A) was shown to be closely correlated to the incident PAR [25, 29] . These results suggest that the FSR method can be successfully applied for experimental datasets, and has potential for practical applications. 
Limitations and Potential of the FSR Method
Two approximations were adopted in the FSR method. Firstly, F(λ) and r(λ) were approximated by quadratic functions in Equations (2) and (3), respectively. This approximation was induced by the SFM, which has been demonstrated to be rather reasonable [12] . It should be noted that the selection of the mathematical functions to approximate F(λ) and ρ(λ) may affect the performance of the SFM method in estimating Fs. We will investigate the impact of the choice of different mathematical functions to approximate the F(λ) and r(λ) on the retrieval accuracy of the Fs value for each absorption line, and finally on the accuracy of Fs spectrum reconstruction. Secondly, only the first three singular vectors were used to reconstruct the F FSR (Equation (8)). Because the singular vectors corresponding to the larger singular values (e.g., σ > 1) give more "global" information about the distribution of the Fs spectrum, and the singular vectors corresponding to smaller singular values (e.g., σ < 1) give more "detailed" information, this approximation would only lead to the loss of the small variations on the Fs spectrum. According to the results shown in Figure 3 , the first three singular vectors contain the most meaningful information to control the general shape of Fs. With the decrease of singular values, their corresponding singular vectors contain more subtle information. This information may correspond to the specific cases related to the different environmental conditions, canopy structures, and leaf biochemical status, which should be embodied by the retrieved Fs spectrum for the measured data. On the other hand, constrained by a maximum of five available Fs values at the absorption lines, the first three singular vectors were used to reconstruct the Fs spectrum in this study.
For the extraction of the basis Fs spectra, a total of 1000 SCOPE-simulated Fs spectra were used as training data. When more Fs spectra (e.g., 1500) were included into the training dataset, the extracted singular vectors did not show noticeable difference from the singular vectors shown in Figure 3 . Therefore, 1000 Fs spectra were found to be sufficient for a stable extraction of the basis Fs spectra in this study.
With the improvement of the sensor properties, the selection of the spectral range of each absorption line (as shown in Table 1 ) and the mathematical functions to characterize F(λ) and r(λ) (Equations (2) and (3)) can be further refined for the SFM method shown in Section 2.2.2, or other Fs retrieval methods with higher precision. This can improve the retrieval accuracies of the Fs values at the absorption lines, which in turn will improve the determination of the coefficients of singular vectors during the optimization process. As a result, the accuracy of the reconstructed Fs spectrum should be improved. However, field datasets acquired by sensors of higher SR and SNR than those of the ASD spectrometer used in this study are still needed to test the performance of the FSR method.
When reconstructing the Fs spectrum with three singular vectors for poor-quality field datasets (e.g., acquired by instrument of low SR and SNR and/or under unstable measuring conditions), the shape of the reconstructed Fs spectrum deviated from the typical two-peak distributions, and values of Fs were not in the reported ranges, which implied a failure of the reconstruction. The reason mainly lies in the inaccuracy of Fs retrieval for less wide and deep absorption lines. To make a reliable reconstruction of the Fs spectrum, only the more stable O 2 -A and O 2 -B lines should be used. Then, the number of singular vectors used to reconstruct the Fs spectrum (Equation (8)) should reduce to two (i.e., the first two singular vectors) to prevent Equation (10) from being underdetermined. Correspondingly, coefficients of the merit function (Equation (9)) reduce to two and can be determined. Results for this modified approach showed that both the shape and values of the reconstructed Fs spectrum are consistent with those in the literature. To further evaluate the performance of the FSR method and the modified approach, it is suggested that sensors, with both high and relatively low spectral properties covering the whole fluorescence emission range from 640-850 nm, simultaneously measure the same vegetated target under the same measuring conditions. Theoretically, the Fs spectrum reconstructed from the dataset obtained by the sensor of high spectral properties should be more accurate, and can be used to assess the accuracy for the sensor of low spectral properties. Hopefully, we will conduct this comparison in future studies.
The training dataset was simulated by the model SCOPE, which is a one-dimensional radiative transfer model suitable for horizontally homogeneous canopies. Although SCOPE can simulate BRDF effects related to the leaf angle distribution and the hot spot effect, the applicability of the FSR method trained by SCOPE needs further investigation for discontinuous canopies, such as row-planted crops, which show even more distinct features of bi-directional radiation transfer [33] . Moreover, in this study, the FSR method was only applied to ground measurements. Our future work will investigate how to extend this method to air-borne and space-borne data.
The FSR method proposed in this study provides researchers an overall view about the TOC Fs spectrum. It has demonstrated its potential to be used in future studies. For example, in previous studies, only Fs at specific absorption lines (e.g., the commonly used O 2 -A and O 2 -B lines) could be retrieved from ground measurements. Some meaningful parameters, such as the fluorescence peak-ratio and the information about the peak center, peak width of Fs, cannot be calculated in this way. With the Fs spectrum reconstructed by the FSR method, these parameters could be calculated and further applied for plant status monitoring. Moreover, the FSR method can also be used for the validation of canopy fluorescence radiative transfer models with field hyperspectral data.
Conclusions
We proposed a FSR method to reconstruct the solar-induced chlorophyll fluorescence spectrum over the whole fluorescence emission bands of 640-850 nm with hyperspectral measurements. Both simulated and experimental datasets were used in this study to assess the performance of the FSR method. Results indicate that the FSR method could successfully reconstruct the Fs spectrum from hyperspectral measurements. The analysis of the impact of the sensor parameters showed that an improvement of the SR and SNR could achieve a higher accuracy with the FSR method. For the experimental dataset, the diurnal variation of the reconstructed Fs spectra was observed, with the Fs radiance at noontime higher than that in the morning and afternoon. The characteristics of the reconstructed Fs spectra and the close relationship between PAR and Fs radiance were consistent with former studies. Results presented in this study demonstrate that the proposed FSR method can be used to retrieve continuous Fs spectra and has potential for future applications.
